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ABSTRACT 
We characterize, in the finite-dimensional case, the extreme points of the convex 
set of bilinear forms on P’ x P (p > 1, q > 1, p- ’ + q- ’ B 1) which have nonnega- 
tive coefficients and norm bounded by one. The results are extended to the mukilin- 
ear case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let m, n E N and p, 9 > 1 be such that l/p + l/q G 1. Let Ir,+(m, n) 
be the convex set of matrices a = (a i j)ys 1 r= 1 with nonnegative entries such 
that lllalllp,q G 1. Here we define 
lIlaIll = Il1411p, q = sup f 2 aijxiyj, 
i=l j-1 
where the supremum is taken over all nonnegative values of zi and yj such 
that J$Zn=l~P < 1 and CyZlyy < 1. The object of this article is to describe the 
extreme points of I,, ,$ m, n). It should be said at the outset that our results 
owe a great deal to the work of Schur, who effectively characterized the 
elements of I, 4 in a different way. Our methods also permit a description of 
the extreme points of the corresponding convex sets of muhilinear forms with 
positive coefficients. In detailing these results we will restrict attention to the 
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trilinear case of r, 9 , (l/p + l/q + l/r < 1, p, q, r < co), the set of tensors 
(aijk) with nonnegative entries such that 
where the supremum is taken over xi,yj, zk>O normalized by llrllp<l, 
Ilvllq~< 1, and lIzIll < 1. 
2. CYCLE FREE SETS AND BLOCK DECOMPOSITIONS 
In this section we gather together the basic facts about cycle free 
independence that we will need. Let F, and F, be finite sets. We can make 
F, X F, into the vertex set of a graph as follows. Two distinct vertices (i, j) 
and (k, 1) are linked by an edge if i = k or j = 1. Then a subset S c F, x F, is 
cycle free if it contains no cycles in the graph-theoretical sense. There is 
another equivalent formulation in terms of vector-space independence. Let 
{e,: iEF,}U{4: ~EF,} b e a basis of a vector space V over Iw. Then S is 
cycle free if and only if the subset { ei + fi; (i, j) E S } is linearly independent 
in V. Equivalently, S is cycle free if the only real matrix ( tij) vanishing 
outside S, and with row and column sums zero, is the zero matrix. These 
ideas were popularized by Varopoulos [l] in connection with his tensor 
algebras. 
There is a corresponding notion of “subspace.” A subset N c F, X F, is 
said to be nontriangular if (1, j), (i, j), (i, k) E N * (1, k) E N. It is proved 
in [2] that every nontriangular set possesses a unique decomposition 
N= ; Z,xJaT,, 
a=1 
where I, and .Z, are pairwise disjoint subsets of F, and F, respectively. Thus 
every nontriangular set is an “independent” union of blocks. 
A subset N is nontriangular if and only if there is an affine subspace W of 
V such that N = {(i, j; e, + 4 E W }. Thus this concept is intrinsically linked 
to cycle independence. 
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Following Varopoulos we say that a subset S of F, x F, X F3 is free if the 
only real tensor (tijk) vanishing off S with 
stijr-=O VIE F,, 
Ftijr- = 0 vj E F,, 
;tij*=o VkEF3 
ij 
is the zero tensor. Equivalently, the set { ei + 4 + gk; (i, j, k) E S} is linearly 
independent. 
A subset N _C Fl x F2 x F3 is an IBU (independent block union) if we can 
write 
N= ;, Z,x],xK,, 
a=1 
I,, .Z,, K, being disjoint subsets of F,, F,, F3 respectively. A finite intersec- 
tion of IBUs is again an IBU, and Fl X F, X F3 is an ZBU. Thus every subset 
S c F, x F, X F3 has a smallest IBU containing it. This subset is called 
span(S). In three or more dimensions not every affine subspace gives rise to 
an IBU. Nevertheless it is the IBU which is relevant to our problem. 
3. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Let a = (a i j) be a matrix with nonnegative entries. Let E = supp(a) = 
{(i, j); aij # 0}, and 
k 
span(E) = u Z,xl, 
0=l 
be the block decomposition of its span. Let 
k 
a = C a(“) 
a=1 
be the corresponding block decomposition of a. 
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THEOREM 1. Let l<p,q<oo and l/p+l/q<l. Then aisextremein 
r,, 9 if and only if 
(1) Illa(a)lll = 1 (1 Q a G k) 
(2) a’“) vanishes off a cycle free set (1 Q (Y < k). 
REMARKS. Note that the zero matrix is extreme in r,, 9 and satisfies (1) 
and (2) vacuously, since k = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let l<p,q,T<cc and l/p+l/q+l/r<l. Then a is 
extreme in r,,, Q, r if and only if 
(1) lIla(“) = 1 (1 G (Y G k), 
(2) aCa) vanishes off a free set (1~ a < k), 
where a = Z:“, = ia is the decomposition of a corresponding to the block 
decomposition span(supp(a)) = Ut=,I, X 1, X K,. 
In both situations it is weII known and easy to prove that 
IHII = SUP Iwa)lll 
l<a<k 
and it follows immediately that a is extreme if and only if each a(*) is. In 
other words, to establish the theorems it is enough to consider those matrices 
(tensors) whose support spans F, x F, (F, x F, X F3). A matrix (tensor) with 
this property is said to have spanning support. 
LEMMA 1. Let lIlaIll = 1, and suppose that a has spanning support. Then 
3a,, pj > 0 with &ai = 1 and Cjpj = 1 such that 
C a @jl/q = a:/@. (2) 
Proof. By the definition of (((a((( we may find ai, pj >/ 0 with Ciai = 1, 
x,/z?, = 1 such that 
-&j”tf+?;/q = 1. 
i,j 
(3) 
Equations (1) and (2) follow because equality is achieved in the obvious 
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application of Holder’s inequality. It remains to see that cri > 0 and pi > 0. 
Let I= {i; cui>O} and _Z={j; pj>O}. Then by(l), FEZ, ~EJ~ forces 
aij = 0. Also aij = 0 for i E I” and j E J. Thus (aij) lives on two indepen- 
dent blocks Z X J and Zc X I”. Since (a i j) has spanning support, one of these 
blocks must be the whole space. If it is Zc x J”, then we contradict (3). Thus 
I” and J” are both empty, as required. n 
There is a corresponding lemma in three dimensions, but an additional 
twist is needed in the proof. If lllalll= 1 and a has spanning support, we easily 
find oi, pi, yk > 0, Cicui = 1, C,fi, = 1, Ckyk = 1 such that 
1 aijkpjl/qyi/r = af/~‘, 
jJ 
C a i jkLyf/Pfif/q = Q”. 
i.j 
The previous argument now yields only that a ijk = 0 if exactly one of oi, Pi> 
and yk is zero. Suppose that aijk is nonzero on Z X J” X Kc (Z = { oi > 0}, 
J = { pj > 0}, K = { yk > O}). Then define 
Bj = Pj for j E J, Bj=S for jEJC, 
yk = yk for kE K, -&=a for kEKC. 
Then l\&r G l+ C6 and 11~11 r Q 1 + C6 for some constant C < co. Also there 
is a constant c > 0 such that 
l+ c8’/q+i/r= saijkq fij l/p”l/qyL/r< Illalll(l+ CS)l’q+l’r. 
Since lIlaIll = 1 and l/9 + l/r < 1, this yields a contradiction for some strictly 
positive value of 6. Thus (aijk) must vanish on Z X Z” X Kc. 
By similar argument one sees that (ai jk) vanishes on Zc X _/ X Kc and 
I’ X I” X K. It follows that (9ijk) is supported on Z X J X K U I” X 1” X Kc, 
and the proof is completed as before. 
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4. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS-NECESSITY 
This depends on the vital lemma of Schur. 
LEMMA 2. Let l/p + l/q < 1, 1 < p, 4 < (X0, (Yi > 0, pj > o t&Z Cicui 
and Cpj = 1. Let (bij) be a matrix such that bij > 0 and 
1 bi j@' = Pf/Q' and c bi j/3jl/Q = aflP’. 
i i 
Then IllbIll < 1. 
Proof. By an application of the extended Hijlder’s inequality we have 
where 
A = ~bij~~/3,!~~~;~~p’, B = c bi jy;(yf/pfil: l/q’, 
i,j i,j 
and 
C = c b, j@‘pil/? 
i.j 
By hypothesis A = Ilxll~ and B = Ilt~llz. Putting xi = ,:lp and yj =fi,?lq 
yields C < 1. Leaving now xi and yj free, we have the desired result. n 
This lemma generalizes to bilinear forms in the following way. 
LEMMA 2’. Let l/p+l/q+l/r<l, l<p,q,r<a, ai>O, Pj>O> 
yk > o with Ciai = 1, X,/3, = 1, and Ckyk= 1. Let (bijk) be a tensor with 
nonnegative entries such that 
Then IllbIll < 1. 
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We leave the details to the reader. 
Now let (aij) be an extreme point of Ir_ with spanning support. Clearly 
lllalll =l and Le mma 1 applies. Let ai, flj be defined by this lemma. It 
remains to show that the support S of (ai j) is cycle free. Let (tij) be a real 
matrix, zero outside S and with row and column sums zero. We define for t 
real 
bij(t) = aij + ta,:l/p~J:l/qtij. 
Clearly for small values of 1 t1, b, j (t ) >, 0. Also ( bi j (t )) satisfies the hypothe - 
ses of Lemma 2. Thus 
IIIW Ill Q 1. 
Since (u,~) is extreme, it follows that tij = 0 Vi, j. Thus S is cycle free. 
The extension to higher dimensions is elementary. 
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS-SUFFICIENCY 
Now let (aij) be a matrix with spanning support and unit norm carried 
by a cycle free set. We show that (uij) is extreme. First apply Lemma 1 to 
obtain ai and pi satisfying (1) and (2). Now let bij(t) be a line segment in 
r p,4 with bij(0) = uij. Let 
vi(t) = ~bij(t)a~/p. 
Then (vi(t)) defines a line segment in the unit ball Qq. of 29’ with 
~~(0) = ,S;‘q’. E very element of norm 1 is an extreme point of gq,, as can be 
easily seen from the Clarkson inequalities. It follows that 
P;“‘= Cbij(t)af/p vj, 
1 
and similarly 
ai/p’= xbij(t)j3i/q Vi. 
i 
Therefore ti j = cx#?~/q[ bi j( t ) - a i j ] defines a matrix with row and column 
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sums zero. But ( bii( t )) is carried by the support of (a ii), because bi j( t ) has 
nonnegative entries. Thus (tij) is carried by a cycle free set and must vanish 
identically. Thus bi j( t) = aij for all i and j. 
This completes the proof that (aij) is extreme. The proof for multilinear 
forms is similar. 
6. DECOMPOSITIONS OF CYCLE FREE SETS 
If S is a cycle free subset of F, X F,, then we have the decomposition 
S = S, U S,, S, O S, = 0, where S, and S, are partial transversals as follows: 
card(S,n{i}xFa)<I vi, 
card(SsnFix{j})GI vj. 
This fact can be established as a consequence of a beautiful theorem of 
Nash-Williams [3, Chapter 21, 83, Theorems 6,7]. The corresponding decom- 
position into k partial transversals is also valid in k dimensions. 
It follows that every extreme element (aij) of I’,,, can be decomposed 
a., = a!?) + a!9 
‘I ‘J ‘I ’ 
where uif) is carried on Sk (k = 1,2). We may write u$' = 6j,,ci,ui, where 
u,>Oand JisamapJ:F,+Fs: 
Illd’.)lll = sup ‘I suP C”ixiYJ(i)* 
Il~llp G 1 IIY llq Q 1 
Let tj = {CJ(i)=jlxiI > 
P l/P. Keep tj fixed, and allow the xi to VELIY within 
each sum: 
(,(')=j i 
l/P’ 
Ill”($‘lll = suP suP CSjYj C ‘7’ 
11511, Q 1 IkIlo b 1 j t 
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where l/r = l/p + l/9 Q 1. Finally 
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Ill4~‘lll = c (,,& j4)r”p’]1’r’. j 2 
Note that in the three-dimensional case there is no analogs easy description of 
the norm. 
We have proved: 
THEOREM 3. Let (a i i) be an extreme point of 
men there are mappings I and I and a, > 0, bi > 0 
‘ii = ‘J(i),j’i + ‘i,I(jjbj, 
where 
Further, any matrix defined by the right-hand side of (4) with a,, bi >, 0 and 
satisfying (5) has Ilj(aij)lll < 2. 
We will now change viewpoint and regard the matrix (a i j) as defining an 
operator A by 
We make the following definitions: Let 1 < 9 < p < 00. A matrix (aij) defines 
a forward operator from 1P to I” if we can write laijl Q CCka$i), where each 
9::) is a forward atom. The fmard atoms are the matrices of the form 
S,(i),jai with ai > 0 and Cj{~,~i~=ju~‘}“‘~P’~ 1 (l/s = l/9 - l/p in this 
context). The quantity inf ZlC,I taken over all possible such representations is 
the forward operator norm Il(a ij)llsc,,,. Likewise the backward atoms have 
the form S. ,, ,Cj,bj with bj > 0 and &{ZICjj=ib~‘}“‘/~’ Q 1, and they define the 
backwards operator norm Il(ai .)IIa in the same way. Let Il(aij)jl,,, denote 
the usual operator norm. We d edu:: the following corollary of Theorem 3. 
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COROLLARY. Let l<q<p<oo. Then: 
(i) IIAllp,4 G II~IF~,,. 
(ii) ll4l,,, =G I141~p,q. 
(iii) If A has positive entries, then we may write A = F + B, where F and 
B have positive entries, IlFll.~~,,< l141p,qt ad IIBII~p,,9 I141p,qe 
We conclude with several remarks. 
(i) Forward and backward operators compose nicely. For 1 < r Q q < p < 
cc we have 
IV o BII gpb.,G l141.Fq,,llBll~p,q~ 
IP o %ap,,~ Il~ll,q,,llBllq,,~ 
(ii) For 1-z q Q p < CO, every forward atom A from P to Zq can be 
written A = B 0 M, where M is a multiplication operator from lp to lq (by 
something in 1”) followed by a forward atom B from ZQ to I”. Likewise every 
backward atom A from P to 2Q can be written A = M 0 B, where B is a 
backward atom from 1P to P and M is a multiplication operator from P’ to 
P. 
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